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Virgo Vs The Zodiac is a sci-fi/fantasy JRPG inspired by the Mario & Luigi RPG series and the Mother RPG series in
which you play as an obsessed villain.

The game features traditional turn-based combat with real-time execution of moves: blocking, countering and timing your
attacks carefully as well as predicting your foes' moves is essential to succeed in Virgo’s twisted and unforgiving cosmic

quest to bring back the Golden Age, a period of peace, symmetry and balance, or so she thinks.

In this galaxy where every action means a reaction, you’ll play as Virgo, the Holy Queen, often called Dreadful Queen by
heretics, bringing mayhem to the Zodiac Realms and leaving a trail of stardust on the way, all to fit her excessively righteous

worldview.

  Unforgiving timed-actions combat where all conflicts are lethal unless you protect yourself; precise timed attacks
and blocks will bring an end to heresy.

  Counter-Turn system: Any attack can be countered by a variety of equippable counter skills.

  No random encounters: Battles fought are plot-relevant.

  Rewards through exploration: As you delve into the most heretical star clusters of the galaxy, you'll find a vast
amount of explorable areas brimming with interactive objects. Many choices that will impact the game can be brought
up through world interaction and exploration.
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  Decide your fate with multiple endings.

  Crafting and upgrading a multitude of items shareable between your party members!

  150+ equipment choices

  Non-self insert and overly villanious Main Character.

  Unlikely friends and foes such as Goats, Save Dinosaurs and a Cookie Companion.

  Spare enemies and make friends!

  Interact with different Zodiacs outside of the main quest within the Zodiac Memories.

  SHMUP minigame and most importantly, you can also ride on Alpacas!
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Publisher:
Degica
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[30-5-2018] Hotfix 2!:

From the Team. GEEKS is RELEASED.:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/704670/Inexplicable_Geeks_Dawn_of_Just_Us/

So, yeah, we don't really know what the future of announcements is gonna look like yet. We may keep the same format of just
announcing a game on every page, but then when it releases we may..... not?

We don't know yet. It's going to get quite busy if we have ten games and announce on all their pages.. Automation Upgrade
Preview Available!:

Hello friends!

We've been hard at work refining the game, trying to make the next logical move, and after 4 weeks and several minor soldering
burns, we've got something! Presenting: The Automation Upgrade. With the inevitable discovery of refined metals, the
Duplicants have set their sights on upgraded base automation, and even have begun trying to build their own supercomputer
using nothing but logic gates.

If you're interested, you can help us test this new content for the next two weeks before the update goes live. As always, we
appreciate your feedback!

What does this preview contain so far?. Super in super discount!:
http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/1550/Super/. 20180104 Update:

Version: 1.5.0 -> 1.5.1. New update - November 17, 2018:
1) The algorithm of interaction with bridges for vehicle wheels was changed (resource consumption of calculations was
reduced).
2) Fixed bug with incorrect indication of weapon damages.
3) Algorithm for calculating lost and captured equipment after the battle was changed.
4) Changed the algorithm of interaction of wheeled vehicles with heavy soils.
5) Added a modification of the IFV Ratel-90 with a night sight.
6) Changed the level of the South African IFV commanders.
7) Changed the algorithm of firing from some automatic rifles.
. Sailaway Update V.0.9.028 - New Boat & Steam Workshop support for boat customisation is live!:
Hello Pioneers!

This update brings two big new features to the world of Sailaway, the first is a brand new boat and the second is integration of
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Steam Workshop to allow players to create and share their boat customisation with others.

New Boat - Nordic Folkboat. Update No. 4.0 - New Levels!:

 Added new 10 levels for single player with incredible quests and challenges.

 All levels are optimized and loaded faster.

 Improved game balance.

 Fixed bugs.

. New version uploaded by popular demand:
By popular demand, this version removes the inverted axis vertical controls and the Lobby that seemed to be confusing players
on what to do next.
Thanks to the guys at some of the youtube channels for the more than 165K views and taking the time to go over laughable areas
of the game and show how crappy it was (really?), but the take away here is that they really got into it and did an in-depth
review of the game, this is the way it should be.
To be fair, inverted controls is the default for 3rd person games and it's the natural way, but for the whiners up there, they're
now NON-inverted. A new update will be coming soon with an option to switch between the two.
Another fix is that walking zombies on the train tracks are killed instantly by moving trains; so far, this has been implemented in
the main subway station which is the one where you find yourself first.

. Dupe quickfix (1.3.5.0):
This patch is devoted to a fix for the recently discovered dupe while harnessing a horse to a trade cart. We’ve included some
more changes and fixes into this patch too! 

Patch notes (ver. 1.3.5.0):
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